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Message from NASKA 

 
 
It is with great honor and pleasure that NASKA welcomes you all to 5th Annual Kalipuja 
celebration. 
 
Kali Puja is celebrated all over the world with sincerity and great devotion. Needless to say, 
North America is no exception. Our Kalipuja celebration throughout the years has moved 
from town to town and this year we are honored to celebrate the grand evening with you 
and your friends and family in Cheshire High School.  
 
Worship of Goddess Kali connotes our resolve to purify ourselves of evil thoughts and actions 
and to propel us on the devotional path.  Our Kali Puja celebration is surely a memorable way 
to immerse ourselves in a signature cultural experience. The primary goal of NASKA is to 
promote the South Asian culture and pride that we all share in the United States of America.  
All of us have adopted our new homeland, but we dearly miss our rich heritage and culture. 
We convey our deepest appreciation for the renowned Priest Shri Samiran Chakraborty.  His 
altruistic efforts will help us reach into Ma Kali's heart by chants of elating mantras and 
receive her solemn blessings. To the tunes of mesmerizing voices of Mr. Kinjal Chatterjee and 
Mrs. Somchanda Bhattacharya, the evening ambience will turn into, what we all hope, a 
musical paradise of Bollywood genre. 
 
Kali Puja signifies festivity, love, friendship and inclusiveness. Light transforms darkness, 
hope overcomes despair, good conquers evil, friendship belittles envy, and love defeats 
hatred.  In the very spirit of sharing and togetherness, North America Sarbojanin Kalipuja 
Association promises you a gala evening. 
 
All along we have been extremely fortunate to get the help and generous support of our 
sponsors in addition to the support given to us by our guests and volunteers.  We would like 
to thank all of you for your enthusiastic participation and much appreciated assistance, 
making our Kalipuja a memorable success.  Last but not the least, we welcome your 
suggestions and value your opinions to help us improve in our organizational efforts year 
over year. 
 
We wish all our sponsors, guests, volunteers and their families the very best. 
 
With best regards, 
 
NASKA Executive Committee 
October 25, 2014 
  



 

 

Events 

3:00PM to 6:00PM : Puja(worship) and Puspanjali(flower offerings) 

6:00PM to 7:00PM : Bhog and Path (holy scripture reciting)  

7:00PM : Prasad(MAA's blessing) distribution 

5:00PM to 6:00PM : Children's drawing 

7:00PM to 8:30PM : Dinner 

8:30PM : 
Kinjal Chatterjee & Somchanda Bhattacharya live 
in concert  

 

 
Samiran Chakraborty, the famous and renowned Goddess Kali Priest, Shri Samiran 

Chakroborty of NY Kali Mandir. Mr. Chakroborty is a full time priest of the NY Kali Mandir 
since 2011. He received his Baccalaureate from Burdwan 
University and completed Pourahittya[Yaginiki] from 
Paschim Banga Vedic Academy of Kolkata. Mr. 
Chakroborty was also associated with Sanskrit Parishad of 
Hooghly.  
Before coming to the USA, Mr. Chakroborty has performed 
the famous Durga Puja of Raja Krishna Chandra Ghosh in 
Chandannagar for 10 years. He is accredited to be one of 
the chosen few who have performed the only Mahisha 
Mardini puja in Chinsurah. He has performed Kalipuja in 
various Shaktipiths of West Bengal including Tarapith and 
Khyapi Maa of Birbhum. In New York, Mr. Chakroborty 
teaches Bengali to young kinds on a regular basis. Since 
2011, he has been performing Mahalaya in NY Kali Mandir 
where the recitation of Shree Shree Chandi is performed 
by him.  

 We are happy that we are able to meet the requests made by many devotees and NASKA 

sponsors. Please come and join the worship of Goddess Kali to be led by one of the the most 

respected priests in the New York/New Jersey area, Mr. Samiran Chakroborty from New 

York Kali Mandir.  

  



 
NASKA Presents Kinjal & Somchanda 

 
Kinjal Chatterjee  is the voice of the new generation who has won the hearts of many 

established artists and is considered as a rising star. A law Graduate of Calcutta University, 
Kinjal is currently pursuing his academic career 
in Indian Vocal Music from Rabindra Bharati 
University, Calcutta. Kinjal continues to enthrall 
audiences everywhere with his unique style of 
singing and mimicking. He has gained 
appreciation from eminent musical 
personalities like Hariharan, Bappi Lahiri, 
Shankar Mahadevan, Shaan, Amit Kumar and 
many other musical experts for his versatile 
singing capabilities. Proficient in performing 
numerous genres of vocal music, Kinjal is one of 
the most popular vocalists in almost all the TV 

channels of Calcutta like TARA MUZIK, ZEE BANGLA, AKASH BANGLA, R PLUS, CHANNEL 
TEN etc. Kinjal received great visibility when he emerged as the First Runners Up in the 
widely watched musical reality show, ZEE BANGLA SA RE GA MA PA 2010.  
 
 

 
 

Somchanda Bhattacharya  is a qualified engineer by training and a singer by choice. 

Somchanda got a head start in her musical career as the finalist 
of 2010 Zee Bangla Sa Re Ga Ma Pa. Today Somchanda has 
earned a distinct standing of her own with her playback singing. 
She continues to work with Tollywood’s top music composers. A 
Popular playback voice of Bengali cinema today, she has been 
honored with Radio Mirchi Awards and Mahanayak Uttam 
Kumar Samman, frequently seen in well-known musical 
programs in Tara, Zee, Akash 8 and many more. Known for her 
live stage performances, Somchanda has shared the stage with 

celebrated names like Kumar Sanu, Kunal Ganjawala, Udit Narayan and others. 



From the Editor’s Desk 

 
 
 
 

In the path of destiny, I started walking alone, 
Strangers kept joining, the caravan grew to be known! 

 
I’m confident, that, these immortal lines of Majrooh Sultanpuri kept flashing in many of our 
minds, while celebrating the fifth year of Kalipuja.  The power and willingness of a few has 
now become one of the most magnificent event of Connecticut.  The journey of many miles 
which started with a single step, has today reached its mini milestone of fifth year.  We pray 
to the divine mother for bestowing Her Grace upon us, so that we can grow in love and 
devotion and carry the torch of Indian heritage and culture a long way. 
 
It gives me immense joy and pleasure to be a part of this year’s Kalipuja celebration.  Every 
effort has been made to make this evening magnanimous.  I sincerely hope that this souvenir 
magazine would also contribute to the cause. 
 
This magazine showcases literary works of writers and creative geniuses of artists from 
around the world.  I am grateful to all those who have so graciously contributed their work 
for everyone to enjoy. 
 
I would also like to thank all the sponsors and business owners for their advertisements in 
this magazine. 
 
I would like to mention that neither NASKA, Inc., nor the members of its Executive Committee 
nor I are responsible, in any shape or form, for any opinion expressed (or implied) by an 
artist, author or advertiser in this magazine. 
 
I wish you all the best and hope you will enjoy reading this magazine as much as you enjoy 
the Puja. 
 
 

Animesh Chandra 
October 25, 2014 

 
 
 

 
 

 

  



 



 

 



রুদ্রাক্ষ 

শঙ্কর পাররয়াল  

 

দেবভূরি ভারত, রশবভূরি ভারত। এ দেশশর উত্তশর রিিালয় দেশে েরিশে েন্যােুিাররো পর্যন্ত দেশশর দোরি দোরি 

িানু্ষ দর্ দেবতার রন্তয পূজা আরাধন্া বন্দন্া েরশেন্---রতরন্ দেবারেশেব িিাশেব। তাই এশেশ দে রশবভূরি ভারত 

বলশলও অতুযরি িয় ন্া বশলই িশন্ েরর। ভগবান্ রশব বলশতই সেশলর দ াশের সািশন্ দভশস ওশে তার দসই 

র রপররর ত রুপ-- রশশর জিাজূি, পররধাশন্ বযাঘ্র িয, রশশর,গলশেশশ,বাহুশতও দোিশরও জরিশয় রশয়শে সপয,আর 

দসই সশে ভগবাশন্র েন্ঠ ও বাহুশতও সুশশারভত রুদ্রাশির িালা। িাশতও রশয়শে রুদ্রাক্ষি,ভশির িশন্ প্রশ্ন জাশগ 

রর্রন্ দেব এর দেব,রর্রন্ িিাশেব তার রত্ন অলঙ্কাশরর পররবশতয রুদ্রাক্ষশির প্রীরত দেন্?? বা শশব,শাি,দসৌর,গেপতয 

সেশলরই রুদ্রাশির প্ররত এত আেষযে দেশন্া?? প্রশ্ন অশর্ৌরিে ন্য়,বরং র্োর্ে বশি।  

তার সিাধান্ ও দতা প্রশয়াজশন্ আিাশের দর্শত িশব শাশে-পুরাশে। জান্শত িশব রুদ্রাশির িািাত্ম্য েী। েী তার 

এিন্ অপার িরিিা??তশব তার আশগ দজশন্ রন্ই রুদ্রাি সৃরি িল েী ভাশব??? 

 

★★রুদ্রাশির উৎপরত্ত★★  

শাশে উশেে আশে দর্ রুদ্রাশির সৃরি িশয়শে রুদ্র বা রশব দেশেই।  

রে ভাশব? এ প্রসশে বলা িশয়শে পুরাোশল রিিালয় পবযশত এে েুর্দ্যষয অসুর রেল,তার ন্াি রিপুর তার উৎপীিশন্ 

দেবতা,িানু্ষ সেশলই অরতষ্ঠ িশয় উশেরেশলন্।শর্জন্য তাশে বধ েরা োিা আর দোন্ উপায় রেল ন্া।  রেন্তু অত 

ভীষে অসুরশে বধ েরশব দে? তাই দেবতারা শরোপন্ন িশলন্ িিাশেশবর।রতরন্ও তাশের প্রােযন্ায় তুি িশয় সম্মত 

িশলন্।অন্যায় অন্া ার সৃরিোরী অসুরশে বধ েরশত। শুরু িল ভয়ান্ে রু্র্দ্। বহুদিন যাবৎ যুদ্ধ চলে,দস প্রবল 
অসুরশে বধ েরশত ভগবান্ রশবশেও েীর্যোল র্াবৎ এে েৃরি দত রু্র্দ্ েরশত িয়। ওই এে েৃরিশত রু্র্দ্ েরার 

ফশল রুশদ্রর অবসােগ্রস্ত  িু দেশে প্র ুর অশ্রুপাত িয়। রুদ্রশেবতার দসই সরিত অশ্রু পৃরেবীশত পিশল তা দেশে 

এেরি গাশের জন্ম িয়। রুশদ্রর ন্াি অনু্সাশর গােরির ন্াি দেওয়া িয় রুদ্রাি। 

শক্নেপুরাশে রুদ্রাি সম্বশে িাশিশ্বর েশে,দেোর েেশি িলা িশয়শে--  

রুদ্রাি ধারেং দর্   েুর্ব্যরন্ত রশবপূজশন্। 

োশন্ তপরস তীশেয   পর্ব্যোশল িযতরিতা:।। 

দতষাং র্ৎ সুেৃত সর্ব্যিন্ন্তং ভবরত রিজা:।।৫০।। 

রুদ্রাশিা দর্ রশশবশন্ািাস্তা:শৃেুধ্বং রিশজাত্তিা:। 

আরভ্ভযেিুেং তাবে র্াবে বক্ত্রারে দষািশ। 



এশতষাং দিৌ   রবশেশয়ৌ দেশষ্ঠৌ তাররয়তুং রিজা:।।৫১।। 

রুদ্রািাোং পিিুেস্তো শ েিুং সৃতি । 

দর্ ধারশন্তযেিুেং রুদ্রািিন্ীশং ন্রা:। 

রুদ্রশলােি গচ্ছরন্ত দিােশন্ত রুদ্রসরন্নশধৌ।।৫২।। 

জপস্তপ: রিয়া দর্াগ: স্নান্ং োন্ার্চ্যন্ারেেি। 

রিয়শত র্চু্ছভং েম্ময িযন্ন্তং  ািধারোৎ।।৫৩।। 

শুন্: েণ্ঠরন্বশর্দ্ািরপ রুদ্রাশিা র্রেবত্তযশত।  

দসািরপ সন্তাররতশস্তন্ ন্াি োর্যযা রব ারো।।৫৪।। 

তো রুদ্রাি সম্বোৎ পাপিরপ িয়ং ব্রশজৎ। 

এবং োত্বা শুভং েম্ময োর্যযং রুদ্রাি বেন্াৎ।।৫৫।। 

 

দলােগুরলর অেয এইরেি --- দি রিজগে, র্ারা রশব পূজায়,োশন্,,তপসযায়,তীেযশিশি,রেম্বা পবযোশল অতরিত িশয় 

রুদ্রাি ধারে েশর,তাশের সিস্ত পুেযই অিয় িশয় োশে।শি রবপ্রগে এেন্ স্বয়ং রশব এেিুে দেশে আরম্ভ েশর 

দষাল িুে পর্যন্ত দর্ সব রুদ্রাশির রববরে বশলশেন্ তা শুনু্ন্। এই দষাল রেি রুদ্রাশির িশধয পা িুেী এবং এেিুেী 

রবরশি রুদ্রাি ই দেষ্ঠ বশল রবশেয়। দর্ সেল দলাে রন্রন্তর এেিুে রুদ্রাি ধারন্ েশর,তারা রুদ্রশলাশে গিন্ েশর 

এবং রুদ্র সরন্নধাশন্ রবিার েশর োশে। তপ,জপ,রিয়া,দর্াগসাধন্া, স্নান্,োন্,অ যন্া র্া রেেু শুভ েিয েরা র্ায়,রুদ্রাি 

ধারশে দস সিস্ত ই অন্ন্ত িশয় োশে। রুদ্রাি র্রে েুেুশরর েশণ্ঠও দবশধ দেওয়া িয়,তশব দসই েুেুর ও সেগরত 

লাভ েশর োশে। এ সম্বশে রব াশরর আর রেেু দন্ই।পরন্তু রুদ্রাশির সংস্পশশয পাপ িয় দপশত োশে। এই তত্ত্ব 

অবগত িশয় প্রশতযশেরই শরীশর রুদ্রাি বেন্ পূবযে শুভ েিয েরা েতযবয।।।  

 

(রুদ্রাি সৃরির আশরা রেেু রভন্ন োিান্ী আশে তশব প্রশতযে রি োিান্ী দত রুদ্রাশির সৃরির িূশল রুশদ্রর দরােন্ দে 

উশেে েশরশে)  

 



 

  



 

एक सच 

गुनेश्वर राव  

 

 

उसे समझने की चाह मे  

हमेशा खदु को समझाना  

मजबरूी सा लगता ह ै//// 

 

कहीं दरू बेमतलब दौड़ते हुए  

बस एक सन्नाटा सा ह ै 

 

बहुत सारे तकक  हैं, उसके पास  

खदु को अपाहहज सा महससू 

करने लगते हैं हम  

 

और हिर आदमी होने का दभं  

दहैनक जरूरतों मे भी हदखने लगता ह ै 

 

तमुने हजसे सहजे कर अपने घर  

लाया ह ै,,,,,,,क्या वो पाषाण हैं? 

 

हाथ मे चाय का प्याला हलए बालों को  

खोले वह तुम्हें अप्सरा लगनी चाहहए  

रात की नीरवता मे रौंदते हो हमेशा  

 

और हमे उसकी धमहनयााँ से अपने हलए  

गमक और ठंडी हवा दोनों ही चाहहए,,,क्यों?? 

 

 

 

हमारी संस्कृहत जाती वादी तो बाद मे ह ै 

पहले परुुष वादी ह,ै,,  

 

क्यों हमे ऐसा नहीं लगता की हम सत्यव्रत की  

सैद्ांहतकता को छोड़  

कौरवों की पगडंडी पर चले आ रह ेहैं सहदयों से  

 

हर एक घर मे एक द्रोपदी ह ै 

और उसका अपना ही  

दसुाशन सा ह ै/ ही ह ै,, चीर हरण करता  

 

सोचना कभी,शालीनता से सप्तपदी के वो सारे 

मायने  

क्या अंश मात्र भी पहवत्र हैं हम ,, बस शायद की 

भलूभलुल्या ह ै

 

 



 
  



 



 



 



 

कतरन खुशियों की 

रेखा नायक ‘ररदा’ 
हााँ...........  

कतरन में ही तो हमलती हैं  

खहुशयां टुकड़ा-टुकड़ा  

 

गज़ुरने लगता ह ै 

जब ददक हद से पार  

 

तब कहीं से अचानक आती ह ै

ख़शुी की एक कतरन  

 

जो कर जाती ह ैसराबोर  

हिर जीने का हौंसला द े

 

उन खहुशयों के टुकड़ों को  

सहजेकर रखा ह ैमनैे  

 

और बनु डाली ह ैउनसे  

यादों की सनुहरी चादर  

 

जब कभी होती ह ाँ हताश  

मन होता ह ैबहुत उदास  

 

ओढ़कर वो कतरन की चादर  

सो जाती ह ाँ मैं चपुचाप  

 

कुछ मखमली अहसास  

आ जाते ह ैउस समय पास  

 

असीम तहृप्त की अनुभहूत  

हिर सहजेने लगती ह ै 

 

कतरन खहुशयों की.........  
 



 

वापस आऊँगा  

अशनमेष चंद्रा ‘माहताब’ 
 

मैं रातों में घलुने लगा ह ाँ 

हज़ंदगेी, तझुको भलूने लगा ह ाँ.  

 

कुछ शब्दों को कंधे पे हलये  

एक टुकड़ी रोशनी की तलाश में 

हदन भर भटका ह ाँ.  

 

जब तक अहसास का एक क़तरा 

मेरी हसयाही से हगरता 

सारे शब्द मझुसे रूठकर 

बह त दरू चले जाते.  

 

कुछ आवाज़ों के तलवार से 

सर कटाके हगरे रहते.  

 

कुछ आपने बेजान आाँखों से 

आपने होने का सबब पछूते ह.ै  

 

मैं लड़ता रहता ह ाँ 

साहज़श की मासहूमयत से 

 

और कहता रहता ह ाँ  

मेरे शब्दो से 

"न जायो  

अभी वापस अयूंगा मैं.  

और हिर एक परूा पन्ना 

हमारा होगा." 

 

  



 

ন’ দরজার ঘর 
অননমেষ চন্দ্র  

ন' দরজার বসত বাড়ি, ন’ দরজার ঘর 

ন' দরজা ডদয়ে চেনা ডবশ্বেরাের.  

 

এই ঘযরই চবয়ি ওঠা, এ ঘযরই বসবাস, 

এ ঘর ডদয়েই মাটি চে চ াোঁ ়ো, চেনা দূর আোশ.  

 

চরাযদ পুড়িয়ে শক্ত েরা, চেজাযনা বৃডি জযে  

পডিে এর মযতা এ ঘর আমার ডনতয সযে েযে.  

 

েতবার এযে রাোযত হয়েয  দুডন়োর রং ডদয়ে 

প্রডতবাদ তবু েযরডন েখযনা এই সং সাজা ডনয়ে.  

 

বার বার শুধু জযে চে উযঠড  ঘযরর ডনবাসী আডম 

েতবার চমার রক্ত ঝযরয  জাযন অন্তেযামী  

 

বদযেয  েত আোর এ ঘর, পাযেয  েত রূপ 

ডেতযর আডম বযস চে চদযখড  সব ডে ু ডনশূ্চপ  

 

অযনে ডদযনর পযর এেডদন সম়ে হযব োও়োর  

এই ঘর চ য়ি নতুন আর এে ঘর চে খুযজ চনও়োর.  

 

পুরযনা এ ঘর িােযব পয়ি হয়ে পৃডিবীর ধূযো  

     ন'টা দরজা বন্ধ েরযব তুেডসর পাতা, তুযো.  

 

 

 

 

 



ज़रूरी नहीं  

करीम पठान ‘अनमोल’ 

‘प’ से पे्रम  

अनाशमका कनोशिया ‘प्रतीक्षा’ 

 

ये कोई ज़रूरी नहीं 

हक आप हजस गली में रहते हैं 

जानते हों 

वहााँ के हर व्यहि को 

ये भी कतई ज़रूरी नहीं 

हक जानकारी हो 

वहााँ के घर-घर की 

और उनकी गहतहवहधयों की 

वहााँ के लोगों के 

सखु-दखु से 

कोई सरोकार हो आपको 

ये भी मायने नहीं रखता 
 

ज़रूरी ह ैआपके हलय े

घड़ी की 

वह तेज सईु 

जो दौड़ती ह ै

और उसके साथ-साथ 

दौड़ते हैं आप भी 

सबुह से शाम तक 

यंत्रवत ्

 

ज़रूरी हैं 

वे महगंी से महगंी वस्तुएाँ 

हजनका भोग करन ेके हलय े

आपको इतना पैसा कमाना होता ह ै

हक रात-हदन 

एक करने पड़ते हैं 
 

हिर चाह ेआपको 

आप-पास तो क्या 

अपने भीतर भी 

झााँकने का 

समय न हमले 

 

आपके हलय े

कतई ज़रूरी नहीं ह ैजीना 

ज़रूरी ह ैभोगना व 

समय की पूाँछ पकड़ के 

दौड़ना 

 

हज़दंगी की 

स्लेट पर 

उसने बहुत कोहशश की 

प से प्रेम 

हलखने की 

पर यादों के सवाल 

जो अधरेू थे 

वो अधरेू ही रह गये 

कभी-कभी हज़दंगी 

बेवि ही 

परूी हो जाया करती ह ै

हथेहलयों पर बनी 

आड़ी-टेड़ी रेखाएाँ 

नहीं हल कर पातीं 

हज़दंगी का 

कोई भी रेखागहणत 

सााँसे 

स्याही तो नहीं हैं 

हकन्त ुहलख दतेीं हैं 

मजबरूी जीने की 

और आप 

ज्यॉमटे्री बॉक्स में बंद 

पेहन्सल की तरह 

इतंज़ार करते हैं 

हलख ेजाने का 

"प्रेम" 

  



পনরননি ভ ামের আমে ও পমর 

অম াক কুোর চক্রবিী 
 

'শ্রডমে শ্রডমে ডজন্দাবাদ....'  

(িুড়ি, শ্রডমে মাযরা, মাডেে বাদ) 

চলাগাযনই গাইয  গানা  

সরোর, অডিস, েে-োরখানা 

শুধু োযজর োো বন্ধ  

চলাগাযনযতই এডগয়ে োব 

চনই'ত চোন সন্দ  
 

ডশডিতরাও মাযত চদডখ  

বুজরুডে চদর তাযে  

ডবযবে বুডি না জাডন সব 

চেমন ে'চর চখা়োযে. 

শ্রডমে ডদয়ে চেড ং েযরন 

চেড ং এ ো়ে চদশ 

চনতার বাডর সানাই খুডশ 

আমার ঘযর চেশ. 
 

হ়ে, এমডন েযর না'হ়ে তুডম- 

শুধুই ডনযজর েরাযে, 

তার জযনয এই মাটিযত  

েত চে ডবশ  ়িাযে. 
 

ডেন্তু চেযব  ডে  

এই চদযশযতই চতামার চ যে 

চেড ং চমো়ে  চতামার চময়ে 

এই শাসযনই মরযব ধুোঁযে  

টাোর িডে ডনয়ে বুযে  

তখন োযে চদযব গাে! 

খাদয-রক্ত, ওষুধ-পিয 

এই পডরযবশ, সতয-তিয 

চস-যে চতামাডর সৃডি  

তুডমও েযর  জাে 

 

চোট, চোট, চোট, 

 চোযটর জনয চজাট| 

চনতা আযস তারই জযনয 

  ড়িয়ে ডদযত চনাট||  
 

ডননু্দযে সব মন্দ বযে, 

 বাড়িয়ে চতাযে চঘাট| 

উডদয  পরা বীরপুেব  

 চদখা়ে োঠির চোট || 

চ াট, চ াট, চ াট,  

আযর চোযটর ডপয  চ াট|| 
 

ড দাম মুডদ েরযে জয়িা 

 ডঘ-েম্বে, পারযে আরও, 

োেু, চোম্বে ডবডেয়ে ডদে-, 

মুদয া -রা সব ডনয়ে চগে  

 খুে-খুে-খুে চেযশ - 

'মহান চনতার বাযে চেন, 

 চোট টি পযর চঠযস ' 
 

আইন চেযে আইন গড়ি, 

'জজ, বযাডরস্টার'- 

 শুধু নাম োতুরী| 

'মানুষ' চোিা়ে-? 

োনা, েো-র অযে চশাযে  

 বযযে োযো েত|| 

চোট, চোট, চোট, 

আযর চোযটর ডপয  চ াট|| 



ভেঘলা নদমন AHlYa 

নদলীপ চক্রবিী  

 

এই চমঘো ডদযন  

 এেো েখন োও চগা েযে, 

ম়েরু তখন চপখম চমযে কে ? 

 ডঝডেে োগা অেযন চমার  

ঝমঝডময়ে বৃডি নাযম, 

 মনমেুডর তখন তুডম  

ডেজযত এযে কে ? 

 আোশ নীযে  

আোঁেে েখন রাডিয়ে ডনযে,  

 সূেয ঢাো আোযশযত  

তখন তুডম োসযত চগযে কে ? 

 

এই চমঘো ডদযন  

 এেো েখন োও চগা েযে  

সাগর জযে তুিান ওযঠ কে ? 

 

Vjw tuim bes VeCa  

kar pãtIQay| 

tuim eta jaena  

pur›x Ÿtamay Clna kŸreC  

icrkal, 

pãkáit muK Guirey ineyeC  

ny ny kŸr ta Ÿta  

Aenkidn-† HŸla| 

tbuw tuim bes VeCa  

kar pãtIQay! 

 

ŸgadabrIr Sb iGer  

ˆLaes maet Sk™enra, 

Vj Ÿtamar p‚biFet  

Ÿtamar kaÊa  

ìikey Vj paTr| 

tbu tuim bes VeCa  

kar pãtIQay  

icr inàbaista Hey|  

tuim Ÿta jaena ŸZ  

kal pãbHman  

Vr …w Ÿta jaena ŸZ  

Ÿs ramw Ÿn†  

Ÿs AeZaDYaw Ÿn†| 

teb, Ÿkan ramceÆÅr  

padýpeàS mui¹¡ paeb tuim,  

bel daw|  

Vim cel Zab  

dUer, bûdUer-, 

…en Ÿdeba  

es† pdŸrnu  

Zaet Sapmui¹¡ GFeb  

AHlYa,  

Ÿtamar meta sb   

AHlYaedr|| 

 

  



 

পনিি 

ননিযমোপাল ধর ভচৌধুরী 

 

না চজযনও বযে সব 

চেন এত েেরব 

জাযন েম চবাযঝ চবডশ 

তবুও গো়ে বাযজ বাোঁ ডশ 
 

জ্ঞানীজযনর আযোেনা়ে 

বুডি হীযনর চপট চমােরা়ে 

োরা শুধুই বেযত ো়ে 

অযনযেই তা শুনযত না পা়ে. 
 

চে বযে চস বযেই ো়ে 

না শুনযে ডে আযস তা়ে 

আনযন্দ তাই ডন়েম নাডি 

চবডশ হযেই পাযব শাডি 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

আমে নক কারণ 

ননিযমোপাল ধর ভচৌধুরী 

 
 

পরেেয া পরডনন্দা  া়িা চনই চোযনা েযময 

এরপর চেটুকু তা কজডবে িুডিবৃডি ডনয়ে 

সাংসাডরে খুোঁটিনাটি অনটন অসুখ-ডবসুখ 

এই সব ডে ু ডনয়ে জীবন োটিয়ে 

বাধযযেয চস চপৌয  চগে বৃিাশ্রযম 

চসখাযনও আযোেয তাোঁ র বা়িে েত ড .এ. 
 

েডমউট েরার পর েত েযময  চপনশন 

েযম চগে সুদ, তার বায়ি চে চটনশন  

োযদর চনই চপনশন - আয  এম.আই.এস. 

জটিে, কুটিে অঙ্ক সডতযই অযশষ. 
 

স্বাোডবে োযব তাই এযস পয়ি সরোর 

চেউ বযেন পাোবার আয  ডে দরোর 

তযব এ ো়ে েঙ্কা়ে, চসই হ়ে রাবণ  

তাহযে পাোযত তার ডে আয  োরণ ? 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Pencil and Charcoal drawing 

By 

Rounak Bhunia 
(Grade 11) 



 

সেে প্রোর মা , হাোে মাংস, মসো এবং সযতজ সডির ডবপুে সমাহার  

সুেে মুেয এবং মযনারম পডরযবশ   
775 Silver Road 

East Hartford, CT-06118 
Mon-Saturday: 10 am – 9 pm 

Sunday: 10 am – 8 pm

            In East Hartford, Connecticut 

 

   Bongo Bazar Asian Grocery 
    বঙ্গ বাজার এন য়ান ভরাসারী  

For Large Variety of Indian, Pakistani and Bangladeshi Groceries, 

Spices, Fresh Vegetables, Fish, Chicken & Goat Meat 

 

 

 

 

-----   
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ভোট্ট এক ভেময়র  াষা 

অনননিিা চন্দ্র (দত্ত) 



 



নদী েুখ 

সুকান্ত ভদ 

 
অডিস োডি, জ্বর আয , রাযে পযারাডসযটমে, সোযে চরাডসন 

রািা,ঝা়িযপা , চ যেযে চরড  েযর বাযস চতাো, বাবু তখযনা ঘুযমর অডধন।  

ডবশ্বোপ েেয , তাই রাযত চগাযের সাযি চবয়িড যো গোর আও়োজ 

মযদর গন্ধ, ে়ে, চ যের অবযেতযন েডদ চমযশ বাযপর কুেোও়োজ। 
 

গতমাযস মযদর জনয ডনয়েয  হাজার োর, চোেোতা়ে বাড়ি ো়িা চঢর চবশী 

শরীযরর েিা উহয িাে, আযপাষ ডমমাংসা়ে মাডনয়ে ডনডিোম খুডশ। 
 

চ যেটা োযো চেে েযর, গান শুযন তুযেও চন়ে চবশ  

আডম গাইনা ব র পযনযরা তবু, ডেোযব চেন চিযে চগয  চরশ। 

োয়েযের সাযি েিা হযে, ডহ ডহ, পুরুযষর মযন ইযি োেসা 

নাইবা হোম চদখযত চতমন ডে ু, চোম্পাডনযে ডদডি বযবসা।  
 

সবই ঠিে ড যো, অেযাযস গাোঁ িা। চেই চিসবুযে চদখোম চতার  ডব  

বুে িুোঁ যর চবরে পোশ গা , হাযত চঠেে সৃ্মডত চদরাযজর োডব। 

এখন মরুেূডমযত ডিরয  বৃডি েত, চোখ োডসয়ে আমা়ে েরয  নদী 

হীযর মাডনে োসয  ইযি জযে, চতার সাগযর ঝাোঁ পাযত পাডর েডদ? 
 

আজযে আবার বাোঁ েযত ইিা হযো, সারাডদন চিাযন েত বযেড  চতাযে 

বুযের চেতর জযময  চমঘ তত, অডেে বাসা ইিা নদীর বাোঁ যে। 

এেডদন চদখা েরডব আমার সাযি? নদীযে চতার ডদডব এেটু আদর? 

চপ্রডমযের চিযে ব়ি হবার বাধা, চেযে নদী বুযে, আ য়ি পরযব চতার।  
 

ডনোজ সাগর সেযম, দ্রব হযত োইোম এেবার, তুই জানাডে ডনযজযে ঠোডব না 

চতার বুযে আযজা েজ্ঞযবদী, আগুন, আমার অশ্রু োেয  সীমানা।  

োডসয়ে ডদডে চবোঁযে িাোর জ্বাো, ডিডরয়ে ডদডে শরীর ডবডহন চপ্রম 

শুধু এেবার চদখযত োই চতাযে, চতার োয , জীবযনর চশষ চেম। 
 

  



একান্ত দ শমন 

অলক সােন্ত  
 

বযডক্তগত ডনজয নতা়ে আডম েখন ডনজস্ব  

অপরাধযবাযধ ডবনম্র হয়েড োম 

গেীর জোশয়ে চেযস উযঠড ে এে মৃতযদহ 

চদখা মােই আডম ইউযরো বযে চনযে উঠোম 

ঠিে তখডন আডম চপয়ে চগোম 

আশ্চেয রেম দুটি  ানা  
 

 ানা়ে ের েযর আডম উ়িযত িােোম  

অডনবােয হেুদ আোযশ 

 ানা চিযে উত্সাডরত হযত িাযে 

মা়োম়ে অযেৌডেে আযো 

চসই আযোযেই উয়ি েেোম 

েিােি ডদে ডনণয়ে েযর 
 

বহুদূর উয়ি এযস চদডখ 

আোযশও গেীর জোশ়ে এে 

তার মযধয চেযস আয   

সাডরসাডর োন্ত মৃতযদহ 

ঠিে তখডন প্রেন্ড বাতাযসর োযপ 

চনযম আডস চসাজা েূডমতযে 
 

এখন এখাযন আর জোশ়ে চনই 

আয  শুধু িব্ধ প্রজাপডত 
 
 

 

 

Best wishes 

From 

Riya and Anya Patel 
(Orange, CT) 

 

 



After the Afternoon Set 
Dipanwita Pal 

Oh dear Sun, how marvelous 
You are the one only reigning 
Throughout the universe! 
But it is obvious in our 
Galaxy. You are the one. 
 
You are the one gives me fun, 
You are the one gives us fun, 
You are the one and only device, 
To care, to cure, to revitalize. 
 
When you set, Mortals look at you, 
With their jumbo eyes. 
When you rise, people shake, 
Don’t worry, not for fear, 
But of your beauty. 
Startled mob, spends on you, 
Series of bundles, to meet with you. 
Upon a high up hill, long time till, 
The hill looks like tiger, of old night chill. 
 
You are now in the middle of 
The sky. Just like a Bindi 
On my Mother’s face shy. 
Oh Dear! You are honourable! 
 
The clouds are hairs, 
The sky is face, 
The weather is hot, 
Let’s go Sunny make your space. 
 
Invulnerable you are and serene, 
In the morning, in 
The evening at any other place. 
 
Wherever you go, we go with you, 
Front, back, or left right view. 
Don’t cover, don’t cover, 
With the cloudy hair. 
 
Ah! I feel sad for you are the one to care. 
 
But to some extent you are rule, 
Do some yoga, when summer sooths. 
 
This day I dedicating you, 
To your beauty,  for she. 
 
Come again, come again 
With a new look. 
We will wait, Till The summer sooths.  



The Final Couplet 

Anirban Mukherjee 
 
 

Kabir collapsed like a dead leaf on the damp floor of his cell as the jailor left pronouncing his fate. The 

world turned dark as the announcement slowly started to sink into his turbulent mind. “Tomorrow 

at dawn, you will be hanged,” the jailor declared in his typical baritone voice, which now reverberated 

from every nook and corner of the isolated cell, which has been his abode since he was slapped with 

capital punishment couple of years back.  

Isolated in the darkness, as his initial turmoil subdued a bit, Kabir’s mind slowly began to picture a 

lush green valley, baked in sunshine, blooming with flowers, resonated with the gurgle of the 

torrents, white snow glittering atop the distant mountains and life celebrating rejuvenation 

everywhere. The vision evaporated within seconds as Kabir opened his eyes only to notice the 

darkness of the grave howling at him from the ceiling, descending upon him with abysmal wrath with 

its terrible appetite to engulf everything. Kabir shut his eyes in horror; the world became dark once 

again.  

Slowly, the images of the picturesque valley retuned into his mind. This time he saw ponies carrying 

people over the grassy slopes of the hills next to a burbling rivulet. He knew this place well; he had 

traded his path numerous times down those slopes and sprinted over the shallow fords on countless 

occasions. He easily identified the assemblage of small huts with slanted tin roofs on the other side 

of the ford, which reflected the brilliant sunrays in summer and frozen icicles hung from them as the 

temperature gradually dropped on the other side of the autumnal equinox. His vision froze on a 

specific hut, where an elderly woman was brewing a hot potion in the courtyard and yelling at a 

young man, with dreamy eyes. “Oh Lord, why can’t you give some wisdom to this good for nothing 

lad,” she urged; “do you have any responsibility towards your family, you shameless fellow? I had 

thought you will take up your father’s business after him, but look at you – business is far, whenever 

I see you, I find you wasting your time writing all that rubbish in your diary.” The youth remained 

oblivious to her shriek deeply immersed into the realm of Mir, Ghalib and Faiz, the sphere of couplets 

and poetry – a world he shaped for himself much different from his father’s world of trading spices, 

herbs and silk robes to tourists.  

The images vanished as the iron bars of the cell’s entrance flung open. Without opening his eyes Kabir 

heard the sound of a metallic tray slid towards him. He had lost track of time since evening, now he 

knew it must be eight, when the inmates are served with their daily ration of two pieces of handmade 

bread and watery lentils. Kabir felt no urge to eat, as his brain said less than nine hours now. He 

barely could hear the warden’s words, “o brother, have something; see what I have got for you 



tonight.” The warden came from the same state from where Kabir belonged, over the last two years 

they kind of came close to each other, not only due to their origin but since it was impossible for any 

sane person to hate Kabir. The warden knew Kabir’s affection towards cuisine from the western 

frontiers, especially kebabs and so, he arranged for some portion of mutton kebabs, assuming that 

might help his friend’s soul gain some last minute pleasure. Now he stood there as a mannequin as 

Kabir did not even open his eyes, let alone touching the food.  

The warden recalled the day when Kabir arrived to the jail. He had learnt that Kabir was a heinous 

convict, an odious enemy of the state, who, as everyone commented, deserved nothing less than a 

death penalty. The warden vowed to show no mercy to such a monstrous being and started being 

extremely hard on him. As days passed, he found Kabir to be very different. There were no signs of 

any evilness in him, rather his mind was full of life, rejoice of poetry and enthral of melody. Kabir was 

a withdrawn fellow; he did not pay attention to anything or anyone but was exceptionally polite with 

anyone talking to him. He had asked the warden for a writing pad and a pen, which he granted with 

reluctance, only to find rivulets of couplets of highest quality flow out of his pen. At times he did sneak 

pick into his pad and was astonished to witness the class of those elegies. “Where the sunshine is a 

gleeful missive, from the sky trilling of happiness; where the creation mirthfully sings, in and about my 

heart; uplift me from death with a song, let the tunes nurse me back to life.” He often wondered how a 

soul who worships love to such paramount degree had committed such an act. He never gathered 

courage to ask Kabir, even when both of them became close and discussed ample topics. Now at his 

friend’s last hours he felt perplexed with his senses numb.  

“Oye Kabira, have something for my sake, please, take a bite atleast,” Kabir heard the warden plead. 

It had no effect on him and soon his ears stopped receiving the blabbers of the official and in his mind 

up came a small town, where the youth with dreamy eyes, stood anxiously inside a cycle stand next 

to a woman’s collage.  Torrents of laughter and prattle could be heard from a distance as the girls 

came out of the institute during the evening. The man watched on; soon the exuberance near the gate 

reached the crescendo when a group of three girls came out. The gaze of the man however was 

focussed on one of them – the most cheerful of them all. She wasn’t very tall, nor had the most 

attractive figure in the world – unlike her friends, who were more westernized; she rather had a very 

traditional get up, decked up in a creamy white Salwar suite along with a matching dupatta.  Yet she 

had something special in her. The man on numerous occasions tried to solve this puzzle; sometimes 

he felt it was perhaps due to her dove like eyes, which had the depth of the ocean, liveliness of the 

deer, inquisitiveness of the scholar, solace of the bird’s nest and sparkle of eternal life: blended 

together. On another occasion however, he felt it was her paramount simplicity that made her special; 

her dressing was simple, her makeup was limited to applying dark antimony to those divine eyes yet 

her inner beauty had no measures. At times the man felt it was her innocent expressions, which was 



synonymous to her name – the one with the sweet face, which to him was enough to command even 

the most powerful dictators to step down their thrones; sometimes he felt since she was a woman of 

attars – those fragrances casted spells on every mind. He gave up; it was impossible for him to assign 

a definite attribute to this enigma. In his eyes, she was no less than Ishtar, the living goddess of ancient 

Sumer, for whom a generation sacrificed their lives. “I would have done the same for her if I had to,” 

he concluded.  

The group of girls by then had reached the stand and found the man gaping at them yet almost in a 

state of trance. It was not new for them, he was there every day, displaying the same emotions and 

they knew what the reason was. They simply went by him, picked up their cycles and left for their 

destinations. The man however knew, that his dream girl will go a few paces and then slow down to 

let her companions move ahead and then when she was sufficiently secluded from them, she would 

turn around and offer a world triumphant beam towards him. This became a daily affair and the man 

concluded that he could spend the rest of his life complying with the same ritual.  

Kabir sat up in horror; he could hear the midnight gong from the central bell of the jail. Time was 

running out for him fast enough. The warden was nowhere to be seen, the food was however still 

there on the tray. Suddenly his nerves started to rattle, he started to perspire and felt an unbearable 

pain in his chest. He tried to scream at the top of his voice – but no sound was to be heard. Perhaps 

the trauma had already elevated to such a magnitude that everything else started to collapse. The 

perspiration was unbearable and strangled feeling of asphyxia was felt around his neck. His 

subconscious mind had already started arranging a tryst with his destiny. He experienced fits of 

seizers, collapsed on the floor again and crumpled. The struggle went on for quite some time but then 

slowly he saw a beam of light embracing him; he saw the man, the hopeless lover inside the beam – 

looking mesmerizingly towards the girl, on her cycle smiling at him. Kabir felt no pain any more.  

The warden came back and found Kabir lying on the floor in foetal position. He took him to be 

sleeping and felt unprecedented sorrow in his own mind. He recalled the day when Kabir was taken 

to the Supreme Court for the final hearing, after the lower court’s decision of death penalty was 

challenged by a NGO. The warden saw Kabir in no anxiety what so ever, as if he was oblivious about 

the verdict. The progress of the case was interesting and was covered by the leading newsprints of 

the country. The warden like many others used to read through the seesaw turn of events during a 

quarter long battles of wits between the public prosecutor and the defence lawyer. The NGO had 

unearthed enough evidences which raised sufficient doubts, which were topped up by the candid 

arguments laid down by the defence led by one of the prime criminal lawyer of the land. The case 

swung considerably towards the defendant; Kabir was almost able to see the light at the end of the 

tunnel when on the penultimate day of the hearing, the prosecution produced a trump card – a 

witness, who held paramount importance on the case’s verdict and more so in Kabir’s life. He looked 



on as the witness was called on and by the time she had finished her statement, the world turned 

upside down. “He is the guilty one,” she concluded at the end of her statement. The defence lawyer 

pressed on trying to prove that the witness was under severe pressure from influential corners; “If I 

was meant to be controlled, I would have come with a remote,” she said before leaving. Kabir 

remained silent; he kept on looking as she left, with the hope that like always she will turn back one 

last time. The case was sealed and the decision of the lower court was upheld. The warden was left 

astonished reading Kabir’s scripts that night – “My cup of joy brims over, with the sweetness of your 

bestow – you know not what is its worth.” Despite severe coaxing from all corners, Kabir did not beg 

for President’s mercy.  

The night-watchman’s log struck a metallic pole twice intimating Kabir that now less than couple of 

hours were left before the proceedings began. Till then he was struggling to control his nerves but 

now he started to visualize something which not only calmed him down but also perhaps provided 

the strength in his mind to accept the inevitable. In his mind he saw the man with pensive eyes at a 

big railway junction where he came to see off his mother going for a pilgrimage. The man was on his 

way back as the train had made a move, when suddenly, he heard a thunderous blast and moment he 

turned around he saw the middle compartments of the train has got transformed into molasses of 

aluminium and steel – a heavy column of black smoke piled up towards the sky and an inferno was 

dancing with devilish impish all around it. He sprinted across the tracks, got nearer to the massacred 

carriages only to find that the compartment where his mother was travelling has got annihilated. He 

burst into tears collapsing on his knees; people ran in all direction – some to help and some others to 

flee towards safety. Amidst that madness he saw her again; she came straight at him – embraced him 

in her arms and took him to his house. He was emotionally too drained to realize what was 

happening; his mind was too void to sense the amour she offered her during the crisis. Slowly he 

started to get comforted and his mind got filled with gratitude of highest degree towards her for being 

there during his gravest moment. Few days went by, the death toll went up to more than three 

hundred, another hundred more fighting fatal injuries. Under sever political pressure the police 

detained a few for interrogation, one of them, a bright young & handsome engineer being the prime 

suspect. That evening the girl visited him again; she was looking dead drop gorgeous and he felt 

divinity was at his doorsteps. “Do you love me?” she asked; he was too mesmerized to utter a word. 

He managed to nod, somehow. “How far can you go to prove your love?” she asked again. He vouched 

to do anything that she wished for. She smiled and embraced him and both of them sat on the floor 

facing each other. The moon light reflected on her innocent face, she indeed became the disposer of 

his fate. Then she started narrating a story: her real love story. The prime suspect of the blast was 

her lover from the teenage. She narrated how her lover, a brilliant mind, became associated with a 

band of terrorists. The extremists cluttered his mind with fundamentalism and hatred and pushed 

him to such an extent that he compelled to mastermind and execute the bloodbath. The girl paused 



to find the man in front of her speechless; she did not understand however that was because of the 

revelation or due to heart shattering. “Help me, Kabir. If you really love me, tell them you did it.” Kabir 

closed his eyes, took a deep breath and with a smile on his face walked towards the police station.  

Kabir got up and fetched his writing pad and pencil. The warden saw him scribble something and by 

the time he was finished, he saw people approaching the cell. The group apart from the jailor and a 

few guards contained a doctor and a priest. The warden knew the beginning of the end has started. 

“Kabir, I am sorry, its time,” said the jailor; “do you have any last wish?” Kabir looked serene, it looked 

that he was free from everything. He handed over the scribbled page to the jailor and said, “Thank 

you sir for being so nice to me for all these days; I wrote my final couplet and my last wish is if this 

can be published in the newspapers along with the news of my termination.” The jailor took the note 

and looked at him blankly. The warden could not control his tears when Kabir waved at him and 

walked away. He had no courage to approach the gallows; sat expressionless in his office staring at a 

plaque containing the embossed phrase – Satyamev Jayate. He lost track how long he sat there – but 

when the first rays of sun peered through the window – he understood it was all over.  

Next day, news of the execution of the notorious terrorist was front page news in all tabloids. Along 

with other details, the reports contained the final couplet written by a convict minutes before 

embracing death.   

“Time has come to say farewell, only if could see your sweetest face; Offer at your feet I will, a life fulfilled 

in sweet death; One whom you never knew, silence of his pain – may it come to an end.”  

 
In loving memory 

Of my mother 
Late Shri Laxmiben Motibhai 

Patel 

Ajit Patel 
Whitney Avenue,New Haven, CT 

 

 

  



Ravana 
Raima Maitra (Grade 2) 

 
 

Ravana was the king of Lanka. He was very powerful, but used his power for bad. He 

kidnapped Sita from the forest where she was with Ram and Lakshman. He took her to his 

kingdom in Lanka and asked her to marry him. When she said no, he was mad. He kept her 

in Ashok Garden and did not let her go. Then Ram, Lakshman, Hanuman, and the army of 

monkeys and bears went to Lanka to fight Ravana and took Sita back. They fought thousands 

of demons, as well as Ravana’s son, Indrajit, and his brother, Kumbhkaran, who was the 

mightiest of the demons. Finally, Ravana came to fight. He shot Lakshman with a spear that 

should have killed him, but Hanuman saved him with the sanjivini herb. Then Ravana came 

back to finish the battle. Ram shot arrows at each of Ravana’s heads one by one, but every 

time one head fell off, another head replaced it. Finally, Rama shot Ravana with a special 

weapon that killed him. That was the end of a powerful king, and the end of the Ramayana, 

too. 

  



दो ग़ज़लें 

सुहैल अहमद हािमी 

खदु अपनी तबाही पे मैं,हरैान बहुत ह ाँ 

बबाकद हुआ कैसे,पररशान बहुत ह ाँ  

 

कह द ेमेरी तकदीर, मझेु गम का मसीहा 

या बोल द ेदहुनया से,हक शैतान बहुत ह ाँ 

 

हकस्मत की लकीरों में ह,ैहलक्खा हुआ क्या क्या 

इस इल्मे िने गैब से अंजान बहुत ह ाँ  

 

माना हक मेरा सजदा गनुाहों से हगरााँ ह ै

सच ह ैयह मगर साहहबे इमान बहुत ह ाँ 

 

लफ्जों से सजा कर के मैं,रखता ह ाँ गज़ल नव 

ऐ रुह ेज़मीं-हहन्द तेरी शान बहुत ह ाँ 

 

गज़लों की हकताबों पे,हलखो हाशमी साहब 

ऐ दौरे अदब हलख ले,मैं उन्वान बहुत ह ाँ 

मझुको त ूदीवाना हलख द ेअच्छा ह ै

या भटका, परवाना हलख दे अच्छा ह ै

 

जीने का कुछ मक़सद तो महससू करुाँ   

मझुको हक़ का दाना हलख द ेअच्छा ह ै

 

भीड़ भरे बाजार का जब भी हजक्र चले 

ले मझुको अन्जाना हलख दे अच्छा ह ै

 

महुफ्लस हलख त ूमझुको कोई हजक नही 

बस इकबार ख़जाना हलख द ेअच्छा है 

 

शोहरत अपनी हजतनी हलखनी हो हलख ले 

मझुको एक बहाना हलख दे अच्छा ह ै

 

हाशमी की ख्वाहहश ह ैमेरे ऐ काहतब 

था,ह,ैछोड़, र वाना हलख दे अच्छा ह ै
 

 

 

Wish you 

A very happy 

Kalipuja and Deepavali 
Members of NASKA Executive Committee 

and 
Board of Authority 



Krishna and Christ 
Avinash Pancholi 

I would like to share some of my original ideas/feelings on the ideals Christ and Bhagawan 

Shri Krishna lived by.  These observations are Maulik (original) as they are not copied from 

any source.  However, I humbly acknowledge I have been learning from the tender age of 5 

from my father Shantilal, Dongreji Maharaj, Swami Chinmayanandaji, Swami Dayanand 

Saraswati of Pennsylvania, USA.  The number of sources I have, read, recited from and 

listened to and  studied include original works in Sanskrut and a variety of versions of 

renditions in English, Hindi and Gujarati of Shri MadBhagawatam, Shri MadBagwadGita, 

hymns by genius par excellence Adi Shankaracharya, the premier Acharya of the Sanatana 

Hindu Dharma and the 5th Acharya in that tradition, Vallabhacharya. 

Isn't it amazing that there are a number of striking similarities between lives and teachings 

of  Christ and Krishna.  

Both were born at the stroke of midnight... in the pitch darkness to dispel ignorance and to 

spread the divine light. 

Both were born in inhospitable places, to make the world a better place to live in for us all. 

Christ was born in a stable -- outside an inn as there was no vacancy inside -- on a cold, cold 

December 25th night. Krishna was born to Devaki in the jail in Mathura, where His parents  

were imprisoned by the cruel ruler Kansa.  

Both were shepherds, who took care of gentle animals -- meek lambs and comely cows -- and 

human folks as well.Krishna's many names include Gopal (one who takes care of/provides 

for cows and also his Bhaktas (devotees), Govardhan (protector of cows and one who speaks 

on behalf of animals) Govind. 

Compassion, magnanimity and grace rarely seen in their times as well as today in this day 

and age Christ is the only one among the founders/leaders of occidental (western)theologies 

who preached and practiced compassion, that goes beyond mercy and forgiveness oft talked 

about in Judaism and Islam.  A very epitome of compassion and love, he gracefully accepted 

incense from Mary Magdalen, once a prostitute seeking salvation, despite protests from 

smarty pants and so-called worldly wise Judas.  He gracefully forgave even those  who spat 

on him even as he was hungry, thirsty and unfairly asked to carry a cross across the town 

and those who put him through pain and crucified him. 

Krishna, even as a six-day child  gave a place of honor in heaven for Putana who was sent by 

cruel king Kaunsa to kill innocent infants. Putana breast fed poison laced milk to BalKrishna 

(baby Krishna), hence the agents of death came to take her soul to purgatory in hell. 

The ever compassionate Krishna intervened and offered a place in heaven saying she might 

have fed me poisoned milk, but having breast fed me, she is like my mother and how can I 

condemn my mother to hell? (ref. Putana Moksha (ultimate freedom, salvation) prasang 



(episode) Canto 10, Dasham Skanda of Shrimad Bhagavatam, that portrays divine 

dance/play of Bhagawan Krishna). 

Both were tormented by their adversaries from the word go, right from the Divino ninos 

(Divine child) decended, came dow,  took  an  avatar, in a  human form.  

Mother Mary had to flee from Nazareth to Bethlehem, where they felt safer to give birth to 

the Savior Christ. 

As soon as Krishna was born he asked his father Vasudev to take him to Jashoda-Nandbaba's 

home in Gokul, to be raised there far from the evil eyes of Kansa who had mercilessly killed 

Devaki's 7 kids before.  

Both exemplified and lived for love, pure love, unconditional, selfless love. 

Krishna is the avatar (a reincarnation of God) that asks his Bhaktas to worship Radhaji (His 

divine lover and Bhakta as well) before Himself. Gracious Krishna asks us to take his sister 

Subhadra on a chariot with his brother Balaram on a rathayatra.  Krishna, the savior, saved 

Draupadi, not his sister by birth his Godsister, from being disrobed by evil Kauravas by 

providing infinite saris in a crowded court of Kauravas. 

Both were born leaders, revolutionary thinkers, fought against injustice, empowered poorest 

of poor, those poor in spirit to realize their worth.  Krishna broke butter pots to save people 

of Gokul (cow lovers) from being starved and helped raise their voice against Mathura ruler 

Kansa, who stood for arrogance and evil.  Makhanchor stole  butter to launch  a movement  

against injustice.   

Christ, as a young boy, purified places of worship by releasing birds that were beng sold from 

synagogues and  other  places of worship. 

Both protested against the unfair taxes imposed on the citizens by the rulers.  Christ asked 

not to pay inordinately high taxes as the people and animals were suffering due to a severe 

drought. 

Interestingly, both "Ch"rist and "Kri" or "Kra"shna share the initial sounds "Kra" in their 

names. 

May both Avatars: Bhagawan Krishna and Son of God Christ may shower their divine love on 

us these Holydays. 

 

  



My Kalibari 

Rishika Maitra (Grade 9) 

 

My family deity is Goddess Kali. On my maternal side, our family temple is Babupara Kalibari, 

in Jalpaiguri, West Bengal, which is my mother’s home 

town. This temple is over 125 years old. Many years ago, 

some tantriks got a sign from 

Goddess Kali instructing them to 

go to a sacred place on the banks 

of the Karala River and perform a long penance called 

tantrasadhana. They sat there by the river, day and night, rain or 

shine, upon five skulls and prayed to Goddess Kali 

incessantly. When their penance was over, the tantriks 

constructed a shrine to Goddess Kali upon the five 

skulls. This temple has now become one of the oldest 

and most famous temples in North Bengal. Every year 

around the time of Diwali, many Bengali families 

celebrate Kali Puja on an auspicious date. On that 

night, a special ceremony is performed in honor of Goddess Kali in which a goat is sacrificed. 

This is called patha boli. Every time I go to India, we always make sure to visit this temple at 

least once.  

Wish you 

  



A very happy 

Kalipuja and Deepavali 

 

 



Hiding Tears in the Rain 

Amrita Mukherjee 
 

Jiya looked towards the lessening raindrops through the glass portico of the taxi. Rain was 
always her obsession; she could vividly associate her with it. Free flowing, charming and 
comforting; just like she was. She was completely lost witnessing the beauty of the shower 
when she suddenly saw the silver lining of distant thunder flashing at the horizon and the 
cracking sound followed soon, which evaporated her stupor. She looked towards the other 
corner of the backseat and found Amit too was looking towards the heavens through the 
portico. Jiya however was unable to deduce whether he too was absorbed in the beauty of 
the downpour or he was lost into someplace else within the dark distant sky.  Amit was the 
special one in her life; more prized than even whom everyone else thought to be the precious 
one. She shared a unique relationship, a special bond with him and the attraction of that bond 
was fatal. She always wanted to be alone with Amit for hours on such a rainy day. She had 
always canvassed a very sweet and colorful picture of such an occurrence and became happy 
every time she thought of it. May be God too nodded in approval as on that very day there 
was rain and she was all alone with Amit in a taxi zapping through the deserted highway 
towards the airport. 
But was she happy? She looked towards the dribble on the wind screen and realized there 
was a nonstop deluge from her own drooling eyes. ‘The end is near,’ she thought – she was 
breaking up with Amit and she was into the last hour of their relationship and after that 
everything would be over. Jiya again looked towards Amit, expecting him to turn towards 
her and witness her dripping eyes. But not even for a second he took his eyes off the window. 
Jiya sighed and turned back towards the rain and recalled the rainy day when she first met 
Amit, exactly a year back. 
That day Jiya came to airport to see off Akash, her fiancée, who was returning to the US for a 
year’s assignment. Their engagement happened a few days back, when Akash came down 
from Los Angeles, to attend the same. It was an arranged alliance; Akash’s family was a 
distant relative of Jiya’s father’s friend Mr. Gupta and in fact Gupta uncle was over joyous 
when the alliance matured claiming to be the chief patron and asking for a mega treat from 
both the parties. Jiya’s friends were not convinced though; not that Akash was a bad choice. 
He was an established management professional in one of the leading IT organizations of the 
world drawing such a hefty paycheck every month, which no one in India could ever imagine. 
He was good looking, sharp, trim and charming. But he only talked business; there was not 
even a hint of romanticism in his words as he already started planning for their honeymoon 
trip to make sure the cost was optimized! This is what bothered Jiya’s friends; they knew 
even if Jiya was apparently a timid girl but in her heart she was born romantic. Her bohemian 
mind was often wanderlust, travelling through the streets of the world of utopia. So it was 
an apparent risk of conflict when such a dreamer lands in the rough surfaces of reality, which 
is what Akash believed in. No wonder within that brief spell itself, Jiya understood that the 
chosen ‘prince charming’ was far from what she had expected; he did not believe in horse 
but horse power or never pondered if the streets of heaven were made of gold, rather he was 
more interested to get wrapped by gold. The color of his world was not passionate but 
strictly monitory. So when Akash was heading back to the US, Jiya wasn’t much bothered, she 
was worried that what will happen after he returns. She went to the airport alone to see off 
Akash, the way he wanted as he wanted to discuss important decisions to take post marriage, 
which no wonder were as stale as Akash’s priorities were. 



Jiya did not even wait for a second after Akash passed through the security area. It was a late 
evening flight and the roads were deserted thanks to steady downpour. Jiya was stranded as 
there were no cabs and the handful ones that passed by had passengers already. She was 
desperate for a lift and tried to stop each and every cab that was passing by. It was all in vain 
and when the frustrated Jiya almost lost all hopes (cursing Akash in her mind), a taxi braked 
just in front of her. The backdoor opened and she saw a guy there waving towards her to step 
in. Jiya was skeptic and was not able to take a quick call on whether it would be safe to travel 
with a stranger alone in such a drenched state and that too that late in the evening. She stood 
there numb, when she heard, ‘Come in ma’am. Although I envy you for being so lucky to 
embrace these beautiful falling raindrops; but too much of it might be injurious to you 
considering the time and the space! And anyways I am not a carnivorous who can harm you, 
so don’t ponder, come in and be my guest.’ The words were enough for Jiya to finalize her 
mind. She chortled sweetly and got into the backseat. Within five more minutes she came to 
know that the person who impressed him on first sight was Amit Sharma. 
Jiya was more than impressed with Amit during the first day itself; she discovered that Amit 
has an in and out romantic mind, he was creative, he was original and he valued relationship 
over wealth. By the time she got down at her place, they had already exchanged their phone 
numbers, email addresses and chat ids. Then started the saga, when Jiya’s day started by 
reading a sweet mail from Amit, followed by day long text messages which were beyond the 
cliché forward stuff but rather creative, innovative and romantic. Then there used to be quite 
a few phone calls that both of them made to each other, which slowly but steadily turned the 
wheel of fortune. They used to do late night chats, which started off normally but intensified 
multifold within the next couple of months. They used to share very personal stuff with each 
other and without knowing they crossed the classified boundaries. Jiya realized that Amit 
was the person he always dreamt about and not someone like Akash. She was astonished to 
spot the differences between the two even if they had near similar profession. She was lost 
in love with Amit and was searching desperately for a remote control which might rewind 
her life to the engagement date where she could refuse Akash and embrace Amit. However 
somehow she never mentioned about Akash or about her engagement to Amit; perhaps she 
was insecure! 
Amit on the other hand was drenched deeply in love to Jiya. He too found a perfect 
companion in her; who would understand his passion and craze and also compliment him in 
each and everything he did. He proposed Jiya after ten months of courtship, in his own 
innovative way by gifting twenty three love jingles written for her on equal number of red 
rose petals on her twenty-third birthday. Jiya was overwhelmed; head over heels when she 
saw the gifts and was in no state to say anything. It was raining outside and sometimes there 
was the silver lining of distant thunder flashing at the horizon and the cracking sound 
followed. As the intensity of the rain got transformed into a storm, their passion also broke 
all barriers like a twister demolishing that comes in its way. 
After that evening Jiya decided that Akash has to go from her life as she was completely lost 
into Amit. She decided to call off the engagement and although she knew by doing that her 
parents might face embarrassment (especially from the over enthusiastic Gupta uncle), yet 
she decided to execute the ultimate. Akash was nonexistent in her mind; who spoke to her 
lesser than five times in ten months and every time they spoke it became a monologue as 
Akash tried to explain monitory benefits towards a few decisions he has taken and Jiya 
continued to dream about Amit. Jiya however decided to speak to Amit first before rejecting 
Akash as she felt it was then time to let Amit know about her alliance and engagement. 
She revealed everything to Amit, holding his palm into her seated at their favorite lake front 
spot. Jiya noticed a complete desolated expression in Amit’s eyes; she was afraid perhaps 
witnessing to see the ruins of their dreams in Amit’s eyes. He left without saying a word and 



then did not contact her for almost a month. Meanwhile Jiya learnt that Akash was returning 
soon, so she asked Amit to meet her to arrive at a final decision. During the meeting Amit 
accused her for being completely dishonest to him and complained that she was playing with 
two lives. To him it was a sin from her end to have even encouraged Amit when she was 
already fiancée of Akash. He was shameful about the close moments they spent and guilty to 
have ruined Akash’s life by committing the eternal sin during her birthday. Jiya tried her best 
to make her case convincing but Amit was not in a mood to listen to anything. He broke the 
relation and left. After a few days he informed that he was relocating to a different city as 
Jiya’s memories all over the city was haunting him. Jiya requested him to take her as his 
companion for this one last trip on his way to airport. Amit was silent and finally granted the 
prayer. 
Jiya came back to her senses as the cab driver honked at a careless guy running towards the 
airport gate with a luggage trolley. ‘So here we are; it’s all going to end now,’ she thought and 
watched Amit paying the driver his dues. They went out in the drizzle, walked towards the 
airport gate, side by side but without speaking even a word. ‘Amit, can’t we think it over 
again?’ Jiya whispered but there was no reaction from the man. He was about to pass the 
security cordon when suddenly Jiya clasped his palm and pleaded, ‘won’t you hug your 
sweety, for one last time?’ Amit released his hand and said, ‘It’s all over Jiya. Like a dead man 
a dead relationship never becomes alive again. Go home, my sweety is no more!’ He picked 
up his bag and took long strides towards the entrance. Jiya waited patiently anticipating Amit 
to turn back atleast once towards her. He passed the security gate but never looked back. He 
paused briefly before entering the security cordon. Jiya’s heart skipped a beat still hopeful 
that Amit to turn back finally. But it was not to happen; Amit took out the boarding pass from 
his pocket, displayed that to the guard and went in. Jiya looked on dejected; her heart was 
about to burst in pain as the last glimpse of Amit was gone. She stood there heads down, 
controlling her tears with a vicious effort. Suddenly she felt a tap on her shoulder. ‘I knew 
Amit will return,’ Jiya interpreted and turned back with a beam on her face. She was 
flabbergasted to see Akash, not Amit standing right in front of her. ‘What a pleasant surprise, 
honey. I never thought you will astonish me like this,’ Akash chortled. Jiya instantly 
remembered that indeed that was the day when Akash was supposed to return. She 
improvised promptly and said, ‘I was here for my life and I have found out where my real life 
is! 

Upasana Chowdhury 
Grade 8 

Aryan Mukherjee 
Grade 1 

 
 



Nostalgic Reminiscences of My Childhood  
Roy Cherian 

We left from the Veega Land theme park in Cochin for our ancestral home in Mannar in the 
Pathanamthitta District at about 9.30 am. It was in the month of June. The sun was bright and few 
clouds hung around still, forming patterns in the huge blue canvas in the sky. A good bout of rain had 
just got over. My cousin Isaac was at the wheel of the Honda City, and we were cruising at good speed 
on the National Highway. The heat was on the high, but the good summer breeze that kept blowing 
gave us a good feeling while we drove. Our families were also with us and this was our first trip 
together. Isaac and I exchanged humour most of the time in English, and our families enjoyed these 
comic sessions. We discussed on songs and movies too. When we were into more serious discussions, 
we unknowingly switched to Malayalam and that just lasted for just a few minutes. Most of the time, 
all of us including the kids were talking and laughing, and that made the journey great. 

Isaac was a general manager that time with a leading telecom firm. Like Isaac, I was also in a 
leadership position with a top company. Our professions had already made our lives pretty hectic. 
There had not been a weekend where we had not spent some time with our ever hot laptops, and 
that had made our summers even more miserable. And this holiday was something both of us and 
our families had been looking out for quite some time. 

We had had a few stops already on the way, so that Isaac could take short breaks from the continuous 
driving. We all wanted to stretch ourselves too. I was not that good at driving as yet, and so Isaac had 
to do all the driving. And we were at our last stop before we reached our home. The kids preferred 
packed chips and cans of Sprite, while we took some hot tea and bananas from a road site eatery. Not 
very far away lay the green paddy fields flooded with rain water on one side of the road. A huge flock 
of ducks slowly swam, occasionally dipping their heads inside the water, to grab an unlucky fish that 
came their way. On a higher sloped ground, there were rubber trees planted. Besides we could also 
spot a large number of coconut trees and mango trees. A variety of birds chirped and flew in different 
directions through this greenery. The kids found it very exciting to spot the different birds. The 
afternoon heat was slowly building up, but an occasional warm breeze made us feel better. On the 
other side of the road and through the tall grass and a huge number of trees, we could see a river 
running right through. It was wonderful to see the boatmen row their boats, shifting their oars from 
one side to the other, in a rhythmic pattern. 

We were into the car soon and were on our way. Everybody went to sleep except me, as I wanted to 
give company to Isaac while he drove. He was silent for most of the remaining journey, and I assumed 
that that was because the others were sleeping. And through these moments of silence, a train of 
thoughts ran through my mind. In the last few days that had gone by, our kids had spent a few days 
mostly in the theme park and in the hotel rooms. And most of their holidays were getting spent in a 
similar fashion in big eateries and theme parks. Well I thought that it could be attributed to the way 
our lives had changed. Or it may be that even the friends of our kids would also have spent their 
holidays the same way, and our kids could be taking a cue from the same when they made their 
demands. But when both Isaac and I were pretty young, sometime in our early teens, we used to be 
together during the summer school holidays at the ancestral home where we were now heading for. 
Our families could not afford such costly holiday trips to resorts. But still I felt that it was those years 
that were much sweeter and well spent. 

We were of almost of the same age and so that had made us a lot more close. I was not that close with 
the other cousins. I remember how deftly Isaac would catch fish from the flooded paddy field. I would 
be so hesitant to grab an earthworm, and while I would keep thinking, he would have already put one 
on to the fishing hook and would be climbing up the tree, that lay bent and over the flooded water in 
the paddy field. Sometimes he would use a small frog instead of an earthworm as the bait. And there 



we would wait to see the fish try out the bait. Most of the times he would be successful in catching 
either a Varaal fish (scientific name: Channa striatus) or a Kallumutti fish(scientific name: Garra 
mclellandi). Once he did even pull up a water snake and that had accidently gone over me, missing 
my head by a few inches. 

Many times we would get into the paddy field and chase ducks that would come in huge groups. I 
remember our spotting a tortoise during one of those ventures. Our clothes would be so wet and 
dirty, but we would still keep running around and playing. We would then rest for a while under the 
mango tree, close to our house. Isaac was very dexterous in bringing down mangoes with his accurate 
stone throw. We would eat these juicy mangoes for a while. Sometimes he would take me to the 
cashew nut tree on the far side of our house, and pluck a few cashew nuts. And there we would 
prepare a small fire and roast the cashew nuts and eat them. We would run after hens and ducks that 
were being grown in the house, for a constant supply of eggs. In the evenings we would go to the 
Pampa River nearby and bathe. It was fun to watch the steam boats and little boats negotiate their 
way through the water. 

When dusk slowly gave way into the night, we would all sit on the kitchen floor and his mother would 
serve us hot rice, buttermilk curry and fried beef, all prepared from the fire lit from coconut shells 
and leaves. There were no gas stoves around there that time, and that food had a very special 
traditional taste. 

It struck me that our children may never taste that kind of a life anytime. Even if they had the 
opportunity, I was not sure if the status of the lives we led would hold back our children from enjoying 
those beautiful things that nature offers. But both Isaac and I knew that even if they got that 
opportunity sometime, it would never be at our ancestral home. This was due to the fact that our 
grandparents had died, and education and jobs had made everybody to move out of that beautiful 
home. For many years it had remained locked, with no one to stay or to do an occasional maintenance. 
And all the beauty of that house and its surroundings had slowly vanished. 

We reached our home at about 4.30 pm. As the shoes on my feet, slowly made its way over the dry 
leaves littered on the ground, the house with all its dirty walls, damaged doors and windows gave me 
a deep pain down my heart. It struck me that maybe it was our quest for money that took us away 
from our beautiful home. Isaac had requested a part time caretaker to clean up the hall for all of us 
to sit. The other rooms were all in pretty bad shape.  I stood near the huge jackfruit tree that stood 
just outside, close to the window of my grandfather’s old room. Sweet thoughts on how Isaac would 
stealthily climb the tree and pluck a ripe jackfruit ran through my mind. We would then take it to the 
back of the house, and eat it till our bellies got full. I wanted to do the same for my daughter, but 
somehow the idea of climbing that tree did not appeal to me. I did not want to ask Isaac about the 
same either. May be the way our jobs and education changed our lives, stopped us from doing those 
beautiful things. May be….maybe not. I found it difficult to find a reason.  

We all sat there for about an hour and then left the place to get back to the hotel. And all our kids 
could have that day, was but just a glimpse of that great home. I still wish that someday, our old times 
would still come back to us.  

 

 

 

 

 



 



  



SPONSORS 
Executive committee of NASKA is grateful to all our sponsors for their generous contributions. We 
would like to thank you all with deepest appreciation and gratitude. 
 

Grand Sponsors 
Mr. Tarun Chowdhury 

Mr. Nirupam Basu 
Mr. Samir Podder 

Annonymous 
Mr. Ranjit Basak 
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Our status of 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization can double your contribution to NASKA by 

as simple as downloading 501(c)(3) /charitable matching contribution form from your employer's 

web site and forwarding the form to us. We will take care of all paper works. Some employers may 

need registering NASKA as eligible 501(c)(3) non-profit organization in their database. This is a 

onetime process and should take 2-3 minutes at your end to complete the form. 

This small effort from your end can go long way in making NASKA a successful organization. 

If you have any question about the process, our office bearers will be grateful to assist you. Please 

forward your queries to naskact@yahoo.com.  
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A note of thanks! 

Executive Committee of NASKA Inc would like to thank you for all your support and 
cooperation. It has helped us immensely in our endeavor. Thank you for recognizing the 
spark in NASKA and giving us the opportunity to be what we are today.  

Thank you. 
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ASIA GROCERS 

Welcome to the Home of Fresh Vegetables 
Vegetables fresh from the farm 

Number one producers of Indian Vegetables in New England 

   

Three Convenient locations 

230 W Hill Rd, 
Newington, CT 06111 

Phone - (860) 570-1112 
Sunday - Thursday: 10AM-8PM 
 Friday & Saturday: 10AM-9PM 

44 South Main Street 
East Windsor, CT 06088 
Phone -  (860) 831-0013 

Monday - Sunday: 10AM-8PM 

699 Park Avenue 
Bloomfield, CT 06002 

 

 
Indian, American, Chinese, Thai and more. 

More variety and quantity than anybody in the NorthEast. 
Our quality cannot be beat, and our prices are low. 

Our meticulous vegetables have been displayed on countertops for years and years, appreciated 
by our valued customers. 

www.asiagrocers.com 



 


